Welcome to FACTopia!
Find the words which link each fact. Use each word twice to connect one fact to the next.

- There are ___ zeros in a quintillion.
- About ___ million years ago, our human ancestors had ___.
- There’s a species of ___ that is immune to the ___ of scorpion stings.
- Scientists have used snake ___ to develop new medicines for people with high ___ pressure.
- Some animals use their ___ as weapons: Thresher ___ stun their prey by slapping them with their tails.
- ___ don’t have outer ___; they just have two small holes on top of their heads.
- The ___ Museum in Haines, ___, has more than 2,000 hammers on display.
- The three smallest bones in your body are in your inner ___ and nicknamed the ___ , anvil, and stirrup.
- The average ___ can understand about 165 ___.
- When kids lose a tooth in ___, they put it under their pillow for the tooth ___ , Ratoncito.
- A golf ___ in New Mexico has just one tee—it’s on the top of a mountain and the hole is at the bottom, more than 2.5 miles (4km) away.
- Your ___ will beat about 2.5 billion times over the ___ of your life.
- Hole-y moly!
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